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Jesus and his disciples today are in Jerusalem. For religious Jews of Jesus’ day, Jerusalem was the center of 
their world, and the magnificent Temple was the center of Jerusalem. Listen to them talk. The more 
talkative are going on and on about the beautiful decoration, the architecture, and the white gleaming 
stone. 

Don’t think these people are just unsophisticated babblers. By all accounts, the Temple in Jerusalem was a 
magnificent structure. This one was the third Temple on the site. The first one built by King Solomon lasted 
400 years. The second Temple was destroyed by Herod, who built this one on a grander scale. As Jesus and 
his disciples visited it today, it would be another 40 years until it was finished. 

It’s no exaggeration to say that most of Jerusalem’s population was employed by the “Temple industry”.  
Temple personnel numbered around 20,000, including priests and servers. The Temple had its own bank 
and police force. You might say the Jerusalem in Jesus’ time was a “temple with a city attached”. 

So, here’s Jesus acting and speaking – well, acting and speaking like Jesus! Here he is in the midst of all this 
enthusiasm for the Temple, talking about its destruction! “All that you see here – the day will come when 
there will not be left a stone upon another stone that will not be thrown down”. His disciples might well 
have questioned Jesus’ sanity. Imagine the President of the United States announcing a flag burning! Jesus’ 
disciples were shocked. 

Let’s leave behind that Jerusalem Temple. We can say that religion there had been colonized into an 
economy. Let’s return for a moment or two here to New England. Our landscape, I contend, is dotted with a 
whole series of temples. They have a number of names. Some are “discount villages”; others are “shopping 
centers”. Most are called “malls”.   

Recall the hoopla that attended the opening of the “Natick Collection” a few months ago? There was music, 
entertainment; there were free samples, drawings for merchandise, gifts. Some other massive retailers 
have become entertainment centers with restaurants and theaters to regale the throngs who come. 

These, if you follow, are the “sacred sites”, the temples of our day. This week’s news carried features about 
crowds who stayed up all night, breathless for the opening of a new shopping site. We have a landscape of 
temples ruled over by a very dedicated and efficient hierarchy.   

These openings have all the appearance of religious devotion. People flocked from all over, waited in 
breathless anticipation for a great event, seemed to be lost in a mysterious quest for health and happiness. 
If the Jerusalem temple was religion now become an economy, our malls seem, for all the world, an 
economy now become almost our religion! 

Jesus visits the Jerusalem temple and predicts its destruction. I hope I won’t be arrested for reminding 
myself publicly that our shopping temples are destined by consumer mania to last a decade if they are 
lucky. The goods they offer mostly last less. 

In the end, the issue is neither the Jerusalem temple or a shopping center. In the final analysis, the question 
is one addressed to the human heart. Jesus says today that the Jerusalem Temple will one day be gone. So it 
is. We know that our shopping center temples will fade into history too. Don’t put your heart there, says 
Jesus today. 

Don’t take me for high and mighty. I’m as taken as anyone here by the lure of new temples of consumerism. 
But I have to ask myself and, with me, all of us: Is this my temple? Is this where my heart is? Do I seek my 
happiness here? Those are good questions for Catholics coming up on the shoppingest season of the year.  


